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INTRODUCTION

The Department of Cottage and Small Industry, Ministry of Economic Affairs is
pleased to present its annual report for the fiscal year 2020 - 2021.
The report highlights major activities that the department has undertaken for the
year to facilitate growth and development of the cottage and small industries (CSIs)
in the country.
As CSIs development is a cross-sectoral task that runs horizontally through the
various agencies, effective development requires integration of the activities and
plans of those stakeholders whose actions impact the sector. Such integration has
been brought about through the implementation of the Startup and CSI Development
Flagship Program (2019 - 2023).
Thus, the activities reported hereunder covers the domains of the business ecosystem
which are the cornerstone activities of the Startup and CSI Development Flagship
Program.
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OVERVIEW OF THE COTTAGE AND SMALL
INDUSTRY

The CSIs account for about 95 percent of the total industries in Bhutan. As of June
2021, there were 20,582 active1 licensed CSIs in the country generating more than
90,000 plus employment.
The CSIs are categorized into three sectors namely, Production and Manufacturing
(P&M), Service and the Contract sector. The Service sector dominates the industry
with 80 percent of the total CSIs followed by the P&M sector with 12 percent and
Contract with 8 percent as depicted below.

Of the total 20,582 CSIs, in terms of ownership, around 96.9 percent (19,750 CSIs)
are owned as Sole proprietor followed by Partnership ownership with 2 percent (494
CSIs). Ownership in terms of Company and Others2 are negligible as compared to
other two as shown in the bar graph below.

1 CSIs holding valid license as of June 2021
2 Others include Government, Cooperatives, Groups, Clusters
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1.
STRENGTHENING POLICY AND LEGAL
FRAMEWORK
Creation of an enabling business environment is prerequisite for promoting
robust growth of CSIs in the country. Towards this end, the following activities
were carried out with the focus on strengthening the policy and regulatory
environment.
1.1 Guidelines for the Registration of the Cottage Scale Industries 2021
As business licensing is a cross-sectoral activity, the initial challenge faced by
any aspiring entrepreneurs for cottage scale industries is the regulatory and
administrative burden in having to obtain numerous clearances from different
agencies. The approval process takes time and dissuades entrepreneurs from starting
a business.Thus, the reform has been initiated to follow the principle of ‘allow first
and regulate later’ approach to facilitate ease of starting cottage scale industries and
do away with unnecessary regulatory-related burdens. The reform was on adopted
on 14 May 2021.
As of June 2021, 775 cottage scale entrepreneurs availed the registration services,
out of which 460 are existing cottage scale industries who migrated from the current
licensing regime to the new registration system.
It is anticipated that the reform would encourage more aspiring entrepreneurs to
venture into cottage scale industries, which would enhance economic diversification,
create employment opportunities, enhance value addition to the locally available
resources and thus contribute to overall socio-economic development of the country.
As of June 2021, 775 cottage scale entrepreneurs availed the registration services,
out of which 460 are existing cottage scale industries who migrated from the current
licensing regime to the new registration system.
An applicant for cottage scale industries will need to simply apply online at www.
g2b.gov.bt and obtain a Registration Certificate in lieu of the current cottage
scale industries license.
The Registration Certification will have a validity of three years.
While the certificate holder shall be subject to various applicable taxes, they are
exempted from registration and renewal fees.
3

Launch of the Guidelines for the Registration of the Cottage Scale Industries 2021

1.2 CSI Forum
Although the Private Sector Development Committee has been reinstated, CSIs were
not adequately represented in the committee. Thus, to ensure regular, proactive and
two-way dialogue between the CSI sector, government agencies and other relevant
sectors, a CSI forum was instituted to be conducted on a regular basis.
The platform for discussion is formed as a neutral body so that it represents more
than half of all the private sectors to enhance the private-public dialogue and ensure
that it becomes more effective over time.
As the Secretariat, the department convened the CSI forum twice with pre-set
thematic areas for discussion. The theme for the first forum was on access to finance
and the second one was on the access to market.
The representatives from Bhutan Association of Entrepreneurs (BEAyul) - an
entrepreneurs’ association, government agencies, CSOs, NGOs and financial
institutions attended the forum.
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CSI Forum participants with Hon’ble Tengye Lyonpo

1.3 Diagnostics Study on Informal Sector Economy in Bhutan
Promoting decent work in the informal economy and facilitating transition from
the informal to the formal economy through appropriate support policies and
programmes is one of the key priorities of the government. The informal economy
is known to play an important role in the economic development in various forms
such as a source of informal income and informal self-employment, use of local
resources, utilization of skills, entry to entrepreneurship, curbing rural-urban
migration, seasonal employment, ensuring balanced regional development and
ensuring decent livelihoods among others.
But the government is facing challenges in terms of evidence to take informed
policy making decision for the informal economy as there is no baseline data on
informal economy in Bhutan. The International Monetary Fund working paper
2018 provides a generic baseline that states that South Asian countries’ informal
economy contributes about 35 percent of Gross Domestic Product. However, this
data, though useful for illustrative and academic purposes, cannot be taken as an
outright proxy for Bhutan’s informal economy as the South Asian region includes
neighboring giants such as India and Bangladesh which would skew the overall
results.
Therefore, the department undertook a diagnostic study of the informal economy in
Bhutan to determine the:
5

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7

Size, type and magnitude of prevalence of informal sector in Bhutan;
Issues and challenges faced by the informal sector;
Support measures required by the informal sector;
Path to formalization of the informal sector.
Key stakeholders supporting informal sector in Bhutan
Social security mechanisms that informal workers are using;
Basic information on the nature of the informal economy in Bhutan with
particular reference to the following:
-

livelihood trends in the informal economy;
key risks faced by workers in the informal economy; and
range of income levels earned per month/season by different types of
informal businesses and
the number of players in the informal economy in Bhutan and their specific
needs.

The comprehensive report can be accessed from www.moea.gov.bt/www.dcsi.gov.
bt
2. DEVELOPMENT OF CULTURE OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND HUMAN
CAPITAL
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2. DEVELOPMENT OF CULTURE OF
ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND HUMAN CAPITAL
The vast majority of CSI entrepreneurs lack the required business skills. This
is mainly due to the fact that they have limited resources to invest in capacity
development or are ignorant of its importance. Such a deficit constitutes one of
the primary reasons for low productivity and poor growth of the sector. Thus, the
department in collaboration with relevant stakeholders facilitated the following
activities to develop human capital and inculcate the culture of entrepreneurship.
2.1 Development of Culture of Entrepreneurship
2.1.1 Bhutan Enterprise Award
The Bhutan Enterprise Award (BEA) was instituted in the year 2013 to recognize the
role of entrepreneurship in the society and to promote and inculcate entrepreneurship
culture. Since its inception, 32 entrepreneurs were recognized through the program.
For the FY 2020 -2021, the following entrepreneurs were recognized and awarded
with a cash prize of Nu. 200,000 each and a certificate of appreciation under the
following categories of award.
#

Category of Award

1

Small Scale Entrepreneur of the Year

2
3
4
5

Cottage Scale Entrepreneur of the Year

Woman Entrepreneur of
the Year
Rural Entrepreneur of
the Year

IT & ITES Entrepreneur
of the Year

Name of the business

Proprietor

M/s. Laykha Dairy Delights

Mr. Tashi Dhendup Dorji

M/s. Bhutan Ramen

Ms. Phuntsho Wangmo

M/s. Yiga Chocolate

Ms. Kinley Pelden

M/s. Samdrup Incense
Manufacturing Unit

Ms. Tshering Samdrup

M/s. Dragon Coders Private Limited

Ms. Leki Choden
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Recipients of BEA

2.1.2 BIMSTEC International Startup Summit
The department collaborated with the Department of Promotion of Industry and
Internal Trade, Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Government of India in the
virtual Startup Summit hosted from 15th to 16th January 2021.
The summit was an initiative aimed at providing a platform to showcase the ideas and
innovations from the young entrepreneurs and aspiring business minds. The virtual
event brought together top minds from industry, investors, finance and banking,
academia luminaries and young start-up leaders from BIMSTEC countries.
The Hon’ble Tengye Lyonpo attended the virtual inaugural session and spoke on
the importance of startup initiatives to build a resilient and well-structured economy
post COVID-19 besides creating employment opportunities and livelihood for the
people. Lyonpo also called for further cooperation and integration amongst the
BIMSTEC countries in terms of strengthening trade and commerce.
The following startups and CSIs participated in the Summit led by the Director
General of the department. The sessions of the summit were designed to showcase
the spread and depth of entrepreneurship. The speakers deliberated on good
8

practices from the best of the business ecosystems across the world and was cited as
being one of the key stepping stone avenues for collaboration and mutual learning
amongst the BIMSTEC member states.
# Session title
1

Speakers

Foundation of robust Startup
Mr. Tandin Tshering, DG, DCSI
Ecosystem
Promoting Women
Entrepreneurship

Mrs. Choitsho Eduel Dorji, Promoter of Tse
Organics.

4 Go to Market Strategy

Mr. Sonam Chophel, Promoter of Druksell

2
3

5
6
7
8

From Idea to Proof of
Concept

Building Successful
Incubators

Mr. Sonam Wangchuk, Promoter of The Tiger’s Nest
Camp

Mr. Tashi Wangdi, Promoter of iHub and iTravel

Harnessing Government
support for Incubators

Mr. Tshering Cigay Dorji (Dr.), CEO, Thimphu Tech
Park

Enabling market access for
Startups

Mr. Ugyen C. Jamtsho, Promoter of I am an
Entrepreneur

Leveraging power of Social
Mr. Sangay Dorji, Secretary General, BCCI
Innovation

9 Startup Journey

Mr. Rikesh Gurung, Promoter of Greener Roads
Mrs. Kinley Pelden, Promoter of Yiga Chocolate

2.1.3 Business Advocacy Workshop
Dissemination of business information is vital to promote and inculcate a culture
of entrepreneurship. Information relating to business opportunities, government
support and facilities for potential entrepreneurs, regulatory process and procedure
for taking up business, etc. affects people’s entrepreneurial enthusiasm. To provide
up to date information to the potential entrepreneurs, a one-day workshop was
organized in five Dzongkhags and four Technical Training Institutes (TTIs). The
participants were sensitized on various existing support programs and business
development support (BDS) services.

9

A total of 656 potential entrepreneurs (annexure I) were sensitized during the fiscal
year. The participants included oversea returnees, school dropouts, unemployed
graduates, and final year students of TTIs.

Participants of the Business Advocacy Workshop at TTIs

2.2

Development of Human Capital

The growth and productivity of the CSIs are affected by their limited capacity in
terms of poor knowledge and skills in product development, packaging, and lack
of knowledge in product costing and pricing, promotion and marketing, basic
accounting, etc. Taking these constraints into account, the department organized
various capacity development activities as follows:

Participants of the Business Advocacy Workshop at Thimphu Zorig Chusum
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2.2.1 Business Management Training
The application of basic accounting, product costing, pricing, marketing, customer
relationship, human resource management etc. are crucial for long term survival of
any business unit. Cognizant of the impact of lack of these knowledge and skills
in the CSI sector, the department conducted the Business Management training
in seven dzongkhags for this fiscal year. A total of 239 existing CSIs attended
the program. They were taught on basic elements of business management skills
necessary for growth and survival in the competitive business environment.
#
1

Tashigang

2

Tsirang

4

Sarpang

3
5
6
7

Chukha

Zhemgang
Samtse
Haa

Total

Dzongkhags

No. of participants
30
30
49
15
24
25
20

239
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2.2.2 Floriculture Training
Flower nursery is one of the potential business activities and has been prioritized
as one of the 21 business activities for promotion under the Startup and CSI
Development Flagship Program. During a training needs assessment, the department
found out that the floriculture vendors have ventured into flower business just out
of their passion but did not possess formal knowledge/skill prior to or after starting
the business.
The department in collaboration with the Floriculture and Amenity Landscaping
Centre under the Agriculture Production Division, Department of Agriculture,
Ministry of Agriculture and Forests conducted training on Floriculture for a duration
of 11 days. The practical training venue was conducted at the Royal Project at
Dechencholing, Thimphu.
The participants were taught on the propagation methods and nursery management,
media preparation, seeding, transplanting and aftercare, cutting and layering,
grafting and budding, basic garden design, floral arrangement, selection and
identification of ornamental tree species for landscape planting, root balling
techniques, plant protection technology for ornamental plants, protected cultivation
technology for ornamental plant followed by demonstration, basic soil and plant
nutrient management for ornamental plants and irrigation and water management
system for ornamental plants.

Participants of Floriculture training
12

2.2.3 Digital Marketing Training
As a part of new normal during the COVID-19, digital/virtual mode for marketing
and product promotional activities was felt necessary. Thus, the digital marketing
training was conducted to impart knowledge and skills to the existing CSIs to equip
them to carry out online promotion and marketing of their products and services.
The aim of the training was to enable CSIs to promote their products and services,
create awareness of the brand and to directly engage with customers, build trust
and confidence and to ultimately increase sales and improve the overall business
performance.
As digital marketing consists of several types of channels, this particular training
was focused on content marketing, email marketing and social media marketing.
The training was provided at the Startup Centre, Changzamtog, Thimphu from 17th
to 22nd May 2021.
3. BUSINESS DEV

Participants of the Digital Marketing training

ELOPMENT SUPPORT AND INFRASTRUCTURE
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3. BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT AND
INFRASTRUCTURE
BDS services include a wide array of business services provided for the development
of the CSIs. These support services are needed for effective day to day operation
and management of the businesses. On the other hand, the business infrastructure
development initiated by the department is to encourage ideation and to nurture
startups as well as the CSIs with growth potential for greater socio - economic
development and to inculcate a culture of entrepreneurship.
3.1 Infrastructure Development
3.1.1 Re-modeling of Service Centre at Changzamtog, Thimphu
3.1.1.1 Renovation of units
The department has completed the renovation and remodeling of 9 units at the old
Service Centre, Changzamtog, Thimphu. The rationale behind renovation was to
expand the physical capacity of existing Startup Centre to provide physical space
and other business development services to a larger number of the startups.

Old service centre before renovation
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Old service centre after partial renovation

3.1.1.2 Establishment of Creche
The department is renovating and remodeling the old canteen of the previous
Service Centre at Changzamtog, Thimphu into a creche facility to facilitate and
accommodate children of the startups and their employees. Due to lack of creche
facility, some startups had to give up pursuing their dreams of testing their business
ideas at the Startup Centre and similarly few employees of startups had quit their
jobs as they had no one to babysit their toddlers at home.
Owing to such genuine social need and domestic obligations, the department
initiated to convert the old canteen to a creche facility to help working mothers
attend to their children at the workplace.

On-going renovation and remodeling of old canteen into creche facility,
Changzamtog, Thimphu

3.1.2 Establishment of CSI Estate
The first ever CSI estate is under construction at Changchey, Semjong Gewog
under Tsirang Dzongkhag. The estate will be constructed over 1.69 acres of State
Reserved Forest Land (SRFL).
The CSI sector faces considerable challenges in terms of infrastructure, access to
finance, skilled workforce, technology and economies of scale. Notably, the access
to land has often been cited as one of the biggest challenges by CSIs venturing
into business establishment. Furthermore, the current practice of allotting SRFL
for industries based on the identification by the proponent is leading to unplanned
allocation of scarce land, sub-optimal use of SRFL and un-planned industrial
landscape development.
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In addition, the current six industrial estates mostly cater to medium and large
industries thereby providing little room for the growth and development of CSIs.
Thus, with the establishment of dedicated CSI estate, it is envisaged that the number
of CSIs would increase and would lead to enhanced employment generation and
balanced regional development.

Solid waste disposal structure

Wastewater treatment plant

Plot bifurcation at CSI Estate, Changchey, Tsirang

3.1.3 Establishment of Startup Centre, Dhamdum, Samtse
The establishment of a Startup Centre is primarily to inculcate the culture of
entrepreneurship across the country by empowering startups or young enthusiastic
entrepreneurs to venture into business. At present many young and talented people
with innovative ideas are left behind for not being able to pilot or materialize their
ideas and dreams into reality owing to lack of resources. As a result, their capabilities
gradually become obsolete and remain untapped.
16

Therefore, to ensure appropriate support to aspiring entrepreneurs, the government
endeavors to stretch out the support by establishing additional two Startup Centre
during the 12 FYP.
The current Startup Centre established in 2018 at Changzamtog, Thimphu supports
startups in P&M, and IT & IT enabled services with subsidized rent and other BDS
services such as weekly sessions, mentoring, etc.
Thus,
drawing
the
experience
from
the
current setup, the planned
two
Startup
Centre
would be attuned to the
current needs in terms
of architectural design,
services and the facilities.

Complete design of the Startup Centre once completed

On-going Construction of the Startup Centre at Dumdum, Samtse
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3.2 Business Development Support Services
3.2.1 Business Licensing
Licensing of the CSI sector businesses is one of the primary activities of the
department. The department seeks required clearance from relevant agencies and
accords approval for licensing, based on which the concerned Regional Office of
Economic Affairs (RoEAs) issues the license.
To ease the process of obtaining a business license, the department has delegated all
CSI licensing activities to the RoEAs since 1st April 2021. This includes all matters
relating to issuance of new cottage scale Registration Certificate and small-scale
license, renewal, cancellations or any changes thereon.
During FY 2020 - 2021, 2,692 new CSIs were issued with license.
3.2.2 Facilitation for Lease of State Reserve Forest Land
The department has received applications from 16 Dzongkhags seeking Letter of
Interest (LoI) on the business proposals to lease SRFL under different lease terms.
Proponents seeking LoI to lease SRFL were highest under Thimphu Dzongkhag
with 20 LoI issuances, followed by Paro and Samdrupjongkhar Dzongkhag
respectively as shown in the bar graph below. The department has issued only one
LoI to Lhuntse Dzongkhag. The remaining four Dzongkhags of Dagana, Gasa,
Bumthang and Tsirang have not applied/availed LoIs from the department.
The issuance of LoI from the department is only to facilitate the process to lease
SRFL and does not construe approval of the SRFL.
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Issuance of LoIs – Dzongkhag wise

3.2.3 Facilitation of Import for CSIs
The import of machinery/equipment/raw materials and packaging materials by
business units from third countries must be approved by the government. They
must obtain an import license from the Department of Trade (DoT), Ministry of
Economic Affairs (MoEA). However, issuance of import license by DoT, MoEA is
subject to the recommendation from the department for the CSIs.
For this FY 2020 -2021, the department facilitated processing import licenses for
63 CSIs.
3.2.4 One Stop Business Information Services
As the spearheading agency for promotion and development of the CSIs, the
department provides pertinent information to walk-in clients, over phone/email
on a daily basis relating to CSIs such as licensing/registration procedure, sectoral
clearance requirements, advisory on business planning and management and other
services and schemes of the department.
A total of 258 clients were facilitated/provided with one stop business information
service for the reporting year.
19

3.2.5 Dedicated website
As a lead agency responsible for the development of the entire CSI ecosystem,
the department works closely with the CSIs and with various other collaborating
agencies and stakeholders. The department disseminates vital information for the
benefit of the CSIs on a frequent basis on areas related to relevant policy directives,
guidelines and rules and on how to avail various business development services,
etc. However, the department has not been able to provide timely and reliable
information to the target audiences due to lack of a dedicated platform.
Currently, information is disseminated thorough the ministry’s website but due to
numerous departments under the ministry, the website is crowded and confuses
users even to access basic information.
Therefore, a dedicated department’s website (www.dcsi.gov.bt) was developed with
the following objective:
 To serve the audience on who we are and what we do;
 To act as a single platform with reliable CSI data;
 To act as a single window for all CSI related supports, services and information
to facilitate easy access to clients by referring to our web address or URL;
 To serve as a direct link to Startup and CSI Development Flagship Program
stakeholders and
 To act as our online brochure or catalog that can be changed or updated at any
time.
4. INNO

VATION AND TECHNOLOGY ADOPTION
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4. INNOVATION AND TECHNOLOGY ADOPTION
In the fast-changing global business environment, the success of the CSIs depends
largely on the innovation, creativity and adoption of new technologies. To enhance
greater innovation and technology adoption, the department undertook the following
activities to facilitate access to emerging technologies and related resources to
support the development of the CSIs.
4.1 CSI Technology Request Database
The department has developed an online CSI Technology Request Database to
disseminate information on available technologies to startups and CSIs in general.
Provision of such information has become necessary, as most of the CSI particularly
startups, lack access to product enhancing technologies that are relevant to their
businesses thereby leading to poor growth and productivity. The online database
platform would serve as a means to exchange technology (both offers and technology
request) within and outside Bhutan. The database is linked to selected international
databases.
The online CSI Technology Request Database will facilitate startups and CSIs
to adopt the right and appropriate technology required for operating a particular
business and thus, lead to increased productivity and growth. It will also provide as
the focal point for CSIs to get up to date information on key equipment/machinery
detailing the specification, price and suppliers.
Since its launch, there were 4 CSIs registered as suppliers and 4 CSIs for technology
requests.
The online application system for registration and technology request is accessible
at www.dcsitechnology.bt

21

Landing page of the CSI Technology Request Database

4.2 Industrial Development Grant Scheme
One of the key supports of the department to the startups and CSIs is provision of
grants for purchase of core equipment/machinery on a cost sharing basis required
for initial setting up or expansion of the business.
The ceiling of the grant is Nu. 300,000 per applicant and the grant is disbursed in
the following manner:
New startups at the Startup Centre, Changzamtog, Thimphu: The grant covers 90
percent of the cost of equipment/machinery or Nu. 300,000 whichever is less.
CSIs outside of Startup Centre, Changzamtog: The grant covers 80 percent of the
cost of equipment/machinery or Nu. 300,000 whichever is less.
During the FY 2020 - 2021, the department had supported 113 CSIs in total. The pie
chart below depicts the sector wise percentage of industries for the grant. The chart
depicts agro-based industries as the highest recipients of the grant with 60 percent
while IT & IT enabled services is seen as the lowest grant recipients with just 2.6
percent of the total grant.
22

Likewise, the pictorial bar graph below represents the gender segregated
beneficiaries of the IDGS. Of the overall 113 beneficiaries, the male entrepreneurs
overwhelmed the overall benefits of the grant scheme with 71 beneficiaries while
female entrepreneurs stood with just 37 beneficiaries. The remaining five were
availed by the Others (Groups/Cooperatives).

The number representation indicates that the good numbers of male entrepreneurs
exhibit more interest in business or are more aware of the scheme provided by the
department.
23

4.3 Innovation Voucher Scheme
To encourage competitiveness and innovation, the department has a scheme called
Innovation Voucher Scheme (IVS) - a form of grant provided to enhance CSIs
productivity and competitiveness by supporting collaboration in research and
development programs with research institutes and knowledge providers to address
specific productivity issues.
Under the Startup and CSI Development Flagship Program, fruit and vegetable
products were found vital and considered as one of the high growth potentials to be
promoted. Therefore, for the FY 2020 - 2021, training for CSIs who are operating
fruit and vegetable processing business was supported. The five days training
was conducted in collaboration with National Post Harvest Centre, Ministry of
Agriculture and Forests.
The following were the beneficiaries of the IVS:
1. Mr. Tandin Wangchuk, Promoter of Fresh Cut Fruits
2. Mr. Sonam Rinchen, Promoter of Gaki Processing Food
3. Mr. Tek Nath Adhikari, Promoter of Fresh Juice

Beneficiaries of IVS
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4.4 Essential Service Scheme
The department has supported 30 CSIs (annexure II) to establish essential services
in the Dzongkhags of Punakha, Haa, Bumthang, Zhemgang, Chukha, Tashi Yangtse,
Lhuntse, and Sarpang.
A grant amount of maximum Nu. 200,000 was provided for the procurement
of essential items required for the business establishment. The grant is usually
provided to entrepreneurs of those communities where essential business were not
established or were in dire need.
During the FY 2020 - 2021, the department supported the following under the ESS.

Percentage of CSIs supported through ESS
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5. ACCESS TO FINANCE AND INCENTIVES
To assist the Startups and CSIs to continue/start with their viable business ideas,
the department facilitated the following activities to improve outreach and access
to finance.
5.1 Mobilization of Donor Funds
5.1.1 Improving Market Linkages for CSIs
The department has an approved Technical Assistance (TA) project with the Asian
Development Bank (ADB) titled Improving market linkages for CSIs from July
2020 to June 2023.
The project is aimed at complementing and supplementing the efforts of the Startup
and CSI Development Flagship Programme in taking CSIs product to a higher level
by enhancing product quality, labeling, packaging, and marketing both within and
outside the country. In addition to the department, Bhutan Agriculture and Food
Regulatory Authority (BAFRA), Bhutan Standards Bureau (BSB), Department of
Trade, Ministry of Economic Affairs are the key implementing partners.
The following are the expected output at the end of project term:
 Establishing national framework for CSI product standardization and
certification
 Promoting CSI products using Brand Bhutan
 Implementing an integrated market access program for select CSI products
For the reporting year, following were achieved:
a) System Requirement Specification for Module 1: Business Service Module of
the department for development of Business Development Service Portal.
b) System Requirement Specification for Module 2: Harmonized Certification
Module with BSB and BAFRA.
Both the System Requirement Specification for module 1 and 2 can be accessed
from http://bds.zhibsel.com/
26

c) Audio visual on Quinoa product for promotion in the domestic market.
d) Business Development Service training on Business Plan Preparation
While the department provides a wide array of BDS services to both startups and
existing CSIs, it currently does not have in-house capacity to provide BDS services
in business plan preparation to the aspiring entrepreneurs. As a result, the officials of
the department are constrained from providing useful advice and support in writing
business plans. On the other hand, the aspiring entrepreneurs lack the knowledge
to write a fundamental business plan to test their ideas prior to venturing into a real
business.
Thus, the department completed an in-house capacity in Business Plan preparation
to provide BDS services and as well as train BDS service providers in other relevant
agencies. The objective of the training was to build a pool of experts who can
readily provide BDS in business plan preparation to potential entrepreneurs and
other clients as per the standards and norms of financial institutions.

Participants of the Business Plan Preparation
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5.1.2 Value Chain Analysis Study
The department with support from the United Nations Development Program
(UNDP) has conducted a study to analyze the value chain of three selected products,
namely noodles, potato-based products and cooking oil.
The study focused on developing the value chain for the selected products in order
to understand the structures of the chain, actors in it, challenges faced by the actors
across the various chains and find out possible solutions in improving the various
stages of the production chain. The ultimate objective of the study was to enhance
quality and quantity of production and foster CSI development in the country.
The products for the study were selected based on the potential to be exported
or substitute imports, the current market scenario for the products and domestic
resources available to ensure sustainable production. The report can be accessed
from www.fcdi.gov.bt/www.moea.gov.bt
5.2 Facilitation for Fiscal Incentives
CSIs importing machinery/equipment, raw materials or primary packaging materials
and related requirements thereof for the smooth functioning of their businesses
from third countries are liable to pay sales tax and customs duty as per government
rules. However, these levies are exempted subject to the recommendation from the
department as per the Fiscal Incentives Act of Bhutan 2017.
The department recommended a total of 24 CSIs in the FY 2020-2021 for exemption
of customs duty and sales tax.
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6. ACCESS TO MARKET
The CSIs in general face difficulty in accessing the international market owing to
the geographical location and limited range of products that meet international
standards. Therefore, the department in collaboration with relevant stakeholders
facilitated and provided requisite support for CSI product development, product
promotion and in carrying out conformity assessment for standards and certification
of the CSI products. The following are some of the activities carried out for this
domain.
6.1 CSI Market
To provide platform to promote CSIs products and to ease market access which is
one of the main barriers for CSI development, the department established a CSI
market at Changzamtog, Thimphu. It is a dedicated marketplace where only locally
produced products are sold.

Inaugural ceremony of the CSI Market

The market was formally inaugurated by Hon’ble Tengye Lyonpo, Ministry of
Economic Affairs and the representatives from Embassy of India in Bhutan on 18th
December 2020.
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The CSI market is under full operation by the private operator for a contract period
of five years. The market has more than 600 plus products ranging from Bhutanese
authored books, to souvenirs and to the most precious Golden Fungus (cordyceps)
drinks. The market also has a cafeteria which caters to only authentic home-grown
tea, coffee and edibles.

Bhutanese Coffee Beans

Interior view of CSI Market

6.2 CSI Product Promotion
Access to the domestic market is one of the difficulties faced by CSIs in general.
Lack of trust and confidence on quality, higher prices, and inconsistent supply of
local products are often cited as the reasons for local consumers’ preference for
imported products.
To help influence consumers’ taste and preferences towards local products and also
to help CSIs in establishing proper distribution channels, the department organized
product promotions in 10 Dzongkhags. The main focus was to link CSIs with
wholesalers/retailers in a particular Dzongkhag so that they can develop formal
business relationships.
During the FY 2020 - 2021, the following local products were promoted in
Wangduephodrang, Dagana, Tsirang, Chukha, Paro, Haa, Trongsa, Bumthang,
Monggar and Trashigang Dzongkhags:
1. Sanitary pads
2. Cookies and snacks
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Soap and detergents
Herbal tea and other herbal products
Honey
Pencil and
Noodles

The wholesalers/retailers were also sensitized on the importance of their support
and cooperation in distributing local products in the country.

Meeting between wholesalers/retailers and CSIs

6.3 Product Standardization and Certification
Standardization and certification are two important aspects of product promotion.
Standard assures safety of products and promotes the interoperability of product/
service, while certification ensures compliance with all requirements designated
for such product/service. The absence of accredited third-party certification bodies
in the country has been one of the major issues affecting market access of CSI
products, especially the export market.
Considering this need, the Startup and CSI Development Flagship Program has
taken onboard BAFRA and the BSB with a mandate to standardize and certify
products, specifically the 21 selected CSI products.
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For the reporting year, the following five CSI products were certified by BSB for
which standards have been developed and adopted in the year 2019 - 2020.
1. Pencil
2. Incense
3. Concrete Block
4. Handmade paper
5. Silk
Similarly, the following CSI products were certified by BAFRA for the reporting
year.
1. Butter
2. Cheese
3. Paneer
4. Herbal Tea
5. Sweet buckwheat
The following products were also standardized by the BSB during the
reporting year for which certification will be carried out in the next FY.
1. Door and Window
2. Bangchung
3. Dapa
4. Honey
5. Kiwi Juice
6. Sea buckthorn
7. Kombucha
8. Potato chips
9. Mustard oil
6.4 CSI Fair
The annual CSI fair which the department normally conducts at the specified
physical location has been organized as a virtual event due to the current pandemic.
The purpose of the fair is to sensitize the public on the importance of CSIs and
availability of various indigenous CSI products.
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While a handful of select CSIs have developed market networks to sell at both
domestic and international market, the majority of the CSIs are not in a position
to promote and sell their products and remain highly reliant on the government’s
support. Thus, the event was conducted in a virtual environment through a live
telecast program of Bhutan Broadcasting Services.
During the event, audio visuals of 9 CSI products were promoted. The theme for
the virtual event was to promote CSI products and encourage patronage to buy local
products.
6.5 CSI Product Directory
CSIs in general face difficulties in accessing markets for its products particularly
due to the difficult geographical location, inadequate information of the products,
limited resources to carry out promotion and marketing programs and due to the
small-scale nature of its operations. In addition, lack of authentic and reliable
information sources on one hand and lack of awareness on the other further
compounds the growth of the fledgling CSIs.
Therefore, in order to support the CSIs to showcase and promote their products
and services on a digitized platform to the potential customers, the department
has developed a product directory which features details of all the CSI products
in the country. The CSI product directory displays multiple product images, price
information and contact details to facilitate business transactions.  
This product directory will be fully integrated with the e-commerce platform and
e-payment gateway systems in the future.
The platform can be accessed from www.bhutanproduct.bt
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7. STAR

TUP CENTRE
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Landing page of the CSI Product Directory

7. STARTUP CENTRE
Business incubators are widely used as an effective economic development tool in
many developed and developing countries. They serve as multi-tenant facility and
provide affordable space and an environment for promotion and growth of small
businesses.
Considering constraints that CSIs face, like access to appropriate infrastructure, lack
of innovation and resources to undertake research and development, etc., a business
incubator called as Startup Centre was established at Changzamtog, Thimphu to
encourage ideation and nurture startups with growth potential for greater economic
development and to inculcate a culture of entrepreneurship.

Façade of the Startup Centre

The centre has space for 30 startups, 2 training halls, a resource room, cafeteria
and management office. The centre assists the potential entrepreneurs grow their
business through subsidized space and other BDS services. This is the first of its
kind in the country for entrepreneurs to nurture and bring their business ideas
into fruition.
Some of the activities undertaken by the Startup Centre for the FY 2020 – 2021 are
highlighted below:
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7.1 Mentorship Program
One of the major activities of the Centre is to provide mentoring programs.
Mentoring is a system of semi-structured guidance whereby one person shares their
knowledge, skills and experiences to assist others to progress in their own lives and
careers. Mentorship is a shared learning journey between a mentor, the one who
guides and a mentee, the one who receives the support.
There are various benefits being involved in mentorship. Some of the reasons for
requiring a mentor are to gain experience not shared in books, network opportunities,
for reassurance and encouragement and to develop stronger emotional intelligence.
The mentorship program carried out at the Startup Centre includes the following
sub-activities:
1. One to one mentoring
2. Business Health Checkup
3. Business Development Support Sessions
7.1.1 One to one mentoring
In the one-to-one mentoring, a mentor and a mentee is matched based on their
requirements. The mentor provides mentoring services on a regular basis and
reports to the Startup Centre management office on the progress for each mentoring
session. The following are the list of one-to-one mentorships provided for the
reporting year.
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#

1
2
3
4
5
6

Mentor

Mr. Sonam Dorji
Founder of Mawongpa Water
Solutions
Ms. Sangay Wangmo
Founder of Sangay’ Creation
Mr. Jangchu Norbu
Founder of Jangchu Lamp Shades
Mr. Rikesh Gururng
Founder of Greener Roads
Mr. Ramesh Kumar Rai
Consultant

Mentee

Mr. Kencho Tshering, My Music Entertainment
Ms. Tshering Dema, Daza Kurshe
Mr. Namgay Thinley, Indoor Décor
Ms. Euphel Dakini Dorji, Bhutan Yoedhen
Farm (Dehydrated vegetables).
Ms. Sanju Monger, Yumm Yumm Production

Mr. Sangay Thinley, Mr. Dawa
Ms. Tashi Yangzom, KDY Production (herbal
Tshering and Mr. Ugyen Dorji,
tea production).
Founder of Herbal Teas and Drinks

7.1.2 Business Health Check up
With support from International Centre for Integrated Mountain Development
(ICIMOD) in collaboration with Antraprerana (a private company) in Nepal, two
entrepreneurs and three officials from Startup Centre were trained on how to conduct
business health checkups for the startups.
After availing this training, the Startup Centre management have been able to
conduct regular business health checkups. For the FY 2020 -2021 the following
business health checkups were conducted.
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Name
Mr. Kencho Tshering
Ms. Yuphel Dakini Dorji
Mr. Tandin Wangchuk
Ms. Chimi Dema
Mr. Thinley Namgay
Mr. Sonam Dorji
Mr. Pema Gyalpo
Ms. Pema Yangzom
Ms.Choitsho Eudel Dorji
Mr. Sangay Thinley

Business name
My Music Entertainment
Bhutan Yoedhen Farm
Smoothies
Cereal Cookies
Druk Metho
Bhutan Sync ITS
Organic Bathing Products
Pema Shower Time
Tse Organics
Yacon Juice Diet
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7.1.3 Business Development Support Sessions
In addition to the mentoring program, a series of advocacy and awareness sessions
were organized at regular intervals to potential entrepreneurs, as well as to
the startups and few existing CSIs on crucial business topics as awareness and
sensitization program on various government support and schemes.
For the reporting year, more than 10 sessions were conducted on topics ranging
from business management to patent registration and to various business-related
supports/programs. The details of the session are annexed in this report (annexure
III).
7.2 Common Facility Centre
The department initiated to set up a common facility centre (CFC) at the Startup
Centre, Changzamtog, Thimphu. The main objective of the CFC is to provide
common services to the startups and CSIs in general such as drying, grinding,
packaging, printing, etc. With the CFC in place, the startups and CSIs will reduce
their operational costs and investment.
For the FY 2020 -2021, the following equipment has been set up at the centre.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Liquid filling machine
Platform weighing scale
High Pressure water jet washer
Mobile grain dryer

7.3 Strengthening of Startup Centre
Though the Startup Centre was established in 2018, there are still various
strengthening works to be completed to make it more vibrant.
One such strengthening work is to create a co-working space to accommodate
more IT & IT enabled services at the centre. Thus, a 10 unit co-working space has
been created with all the basic facilities such as independent work station, mini
conference and free internet facilities.
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Co-working space for IT & IT enabled services at the
Startup Centre

7.4 Product Launch
The department organized two product launching events during the FY 2020- 2021.
The first event was organized coinciding with the opening of the CSI market. The
second was held during the live telecast of the CSI product promotion and launch
event wherein 5 new products and services were launched. A total of 11 new CSI
products and services were launched.
The purpose of the product launch is to provide a platform for the startups and CSIs
entrepreneurs to introduce and showcase their products, to provide better access to
market and to create linkages with the potential dealers and customers.

Hon’ble Tengye Lyonpo with entrepreneurs who launched their products
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#

Establishment name

1

M/s. Bhutan Yoedhen Farm

2

M/s. Deki Natural Dyes

3

M/s. Touch from Heaven

4

M/s. Bidha Food Products

5

Promoter

Dehydrated Vegetables and
Fruits
Naturally Dyed Yarn
Cordi vigour and Dhuyetsi
Chulen Jr.
Egg and Vegetable Noodles

Ms. Euphelma Dakini
Dorji
Mrs. Deki

7

Music Application
Online Portal for Job
M/s. Druk Infinity Services.
Application
M/s. Bhutan Health Care
Facemask

8

M/s. BHUTAN HUT

9

M/s. Sangpho
M/s. Bhutan Mountain
Coffee

6

10
11

M/s. B Music World

Activity

Dry Fruit Jellies and
Candies

Mr. Dorji Thinley
Mr. Tenzin Tshewang
Mr. Rinchen Dorji
Mr. Tandin Dorji
Mr. Tandin Tshewang
Mr. Ugyen Dorji

Incense burner

Mr. Tenzin Wangdi

Coffee beans

Mr. Karma Chimi

Green tea leaves, Bhutan
M/s. Bhutan Tea and Coffee coffee beans, roasted coffee Mr. Ugyen
beans

Details of new products and services launched
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Annexure I: Business Advocacy Workshop
#

Location

Participants

1

Thimphu tech park

27

2

Startup Centre

30

3

Thimphu tech park

30

4

RENEW

15

5

Chapcha, Chukha

18

6

Damphu, Tsirang

30

7

Thimphu tech park

16

8

GNHC

11

9

Tashigang

30

10

TTI, Chumey, Bumthang

137

11

TTI, Rangjung, Tashigang

55

12

Youth Centre, Thimphu

21

13

Youth Centre, Punakha

23

14

TTI, Thimphu

80

15

Tsirang

20

16

TTI, Samthang

85

17

Institute of Zorig Chusum, Thimphu

28

Total

656
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Annexure II: Beneficiaries of Essential Service Scheme

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
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#

Beneficiaries

Location

Meto Pema

Yusakha, Lobesa, Punakha

Kinley Pem

Sopsokha, Barp, Punakha

Wangmo

Namgay Bidha
Kinley Dema

Tandin Yangden
Nim Bidha
Yangka

Rinchen Wangmo

Kinzang Gyeltshen
Nima Tshering
Passang Dorji

Lhab Tshering

Tshering Wangdi
Sonam Choden
Jigme selden

Kinzang Tobgye
Nima Dem

Yeshi Norbu

Tashi Tshomo

Phuntsho Wangdi
Sonam Tshering
Bidur Rai

Sangay Yeshi

Tenzin Thinley
Tashi Wangdi

Yeshi Wangdi

Thukten Tashi

Indra Badur Rai
Renu Moti Rai

Samdhingkha, Punakha

Bepigakha, Guma, Punakha

Jangwakha, Chubu, Punakha
Yusakha, Kabji, Punakha
Kabesa, Punakha

Tsenkharla, Trashiyangtse
Sep, Trashiyangtse

Tangmachu, Lhuntse

Thinleygang, Punakha
Wangkha, Punakha

Khawakha, Punakha

Shingkhar, Zhemgang
Panbang, Zhemgang
Panbang, Zhemgang
Timgtibi,Zhemgang
Shari, Haa

Toetsho, Trashiyangtse

Jangphutse, Trashiyangtse
Chamkhar, Bumthang
Panbang, Zhemgang

Drukdingsa, Chukha
Pangu, Chukha

Doongna, Chukha

Tshogsum, Trashiyangtse
Tokshing, Trashiyangtse
Meldung/Trashiyangtse
Chudzom,Sarpang

Jangcholing,Sarpang

Annexure III: Business Development Support Sessions
Date

Session Topic

Orientation program and
8 December 2020 introductory session for
startups

Resource person/s
Startup Centre Management

8 December 2020

User training on CSI
Technology Database

Ms. Karma Yangka, DCSI and
Fablab Bhutan

5 March 2021

Trade Rules and Regulations

Mr. Tshering Nidup, DoT, MoEA

12 March 2021

Exhibition Centre and other
topics related to Trade

18 March 2021

Food Handler’s Training

Officials from BAFRA

25 March 2021

Services provided by EDD,
DCSI and user training on
the updated CSI Technology
Database

Ms. Karma Yangka, DCSI and IT,
MoEA

2 April 2021

Business Model Canvas

Mr. Tandin Dorji, Druk Infinity

21 April 2021

Business vision and mission
settings and SWOT analysis
of individual business

ICIMOD and Antraprerana, Nepal

28 April 2021

Training on conducting
business health check-up for
few entrepreneurs and the SC Antraprerana, Nepal
Management officials

29 April 2021

Session on Intellectual
Property

14 May 2021

Session on product pricing

18 May 2021

Business Health Check-up for
Startup Centre Management
10 startups.

17 to 22 May
2021

Training on Digital Marketing SBPD, DCSI, MoEA

Ms. Rhea Gurung, DoT, MoEA

Department of Intellectual Property,
MoEA

Mr. Pema Gyalpo, Organics Bathing
Products, Startup Centre
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Department of Cottage and Small Industry
Ministry of Economic Affairs
Post Box #141
Thimphu : Bhutan
Tel: +975 2 332741/322406
Fax: +975 2 332749/324407
Follow us on:
https// www.faceback.com/dcsimoea
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